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Chapter 1: Introduction  

Chapter 1.1: Background  

Sherlock Holmes is a fictional detective created by author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The              

first Sherlock Holmes book was titled A Study in Scarlet and was released in 1887. By 1893, the                  

detective had amassed such a following that when Doyle “killed” Holmes by having him plunged               

off the Reichenbach Falls in The Final Problem, more than 20,000 readers cancelled their              

subscription to Strand, the magazine that published the story (Armstrong, 2016). 

The adventures of the eccentric private detective and his ex-army doctor partner, John             

Watson, have been adapted, reproduced and brought onto the big screen over 100 different times.               

In fact, Sherlock Holmes currently holds the Guinness Book of World Records for “The Most               

Portrayed Literary Human Character in Film & Television.” Of all the adaptations of the beloved               

series, none has come close to the success of Sherlock (BBC), the 4 season television series set                 

in the streets of modern-day London, created by Steven Moffat and Mark Gatiss. Its international               

appeal led to multiple awards, such as for Best Drama Series in the 2011 British Academy of                 

Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) Awards, multiple Emmys at the 66th Primetime Emmy             

Awards in 2014, and the Best Television Film Award at the 68th Primetime Emmy Awards in                

2016.  

The 2016 New Year’s Day special episode, “The Abominable Bride”, garnered 11.6            

million viewers in the United Kingdom. The same episode was also watched by over five million                

people in China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea and Taiwan within the first two weeks of its release                 

(BBC, 2016). In South Korea, Sherlock (BBC) outsold Star Wars: The Force Awakens in its               

opening weekend by 4 to 1. 

 



What led to its popularity? This paper posits that it is due to a combination of wit, the                  

realistic psychology of the human mind and the consistent presence of enigmas in the various               

stories. These factors propelled Sherlock (BBC) to international success since its inception in             

2010.  

 

Chapter 1.2: Rationale  

There have been many adaptations of the works of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle across all               

media types. However, few have been as riveting to viewers across such a wide demographic or                

experienced as much success as Sherlock (BBC). Understanding how Sherlock (BBC) engages its             

audience allows a deeper appreciation of the layers of complex characters and stories in the               

series and how its creative adaptations increase cognizance of seemingly insignificant things in             

life which are usually overlooked, especially the Zeigarnik Effect. On top of that, there has been                

little research done to explain the international draw of Sherlock (BBC). Hence, this paper hopes               

to add on to the existing literature on this subject.  

 

Chapter 1.3: Research Questions  

1. How are Roland Barthes' 3 layers of the hermeneutic code, namely the enigma, the delay               

and the resolution, consistently and effectively deployed in the narrative structure of each             

episode to engage the audience? 

2. How does the Zeigarnik effect create the suspense that sustains audience’s interest in             

each episode of Sherlock (BBC)? 

 

 



Chapter 1.4: Thesis Statement  

The success of Sherlock (BBC) in captivating and entertaining international audience 

can be attributed to the Zeigarnik effect, as manifested in Barthes' Hermeneutic Code of              

Narratology. This invites audiences to be involved intellectually in solving each crime. 

 

Chapter 1.5: Scope of Research  

Due to the nature of this research paper, I will only be analysing the top 4 episodes of                  

Sherlock (BBC) from across the 4 seasons. The ratings were taken from the Internet Movie               

Database (IMDB) and were derived from the votes of about 23, 000 viewers. The list of episodes                 

and their corresponding ratings (with a maximum possible score of 10) are:  

1. “A Scandal in Belgravia” (Rating: 9.5) 

2. “The Reichenbach Fall” (Rating: 9.7) 

3. “His Last Vow” (Rating: 9.3)  

4. “The Lying Detective “(Rating: 9.2) 

These top episodes can be shown to have the same elements mentioned in my thesis               

statement, suggesting that they do play a part in contributing to their favourable rating.  

 

Chapter 1.6: Delimitations 

I will only be analysing the success of Sherlock (BBC) in terms of its psychological 

appeal through the Zeigarnik Effect, from  Barthes' Hermeneutic Code of Narratology. The 

success of this television series may also be attributable to other factors, including, but not 

limited to, production value, acting skills, choice of actors, marketing budget allocated to 

 



promote the series, et cetera. But it is not within the scope of this research to cover this full 

range.  

 

Chapter 1.7: Significance of Research 

This research is significant as it combines a highly popular series with concepts which              

tend to be overlooked by unassuming viewers. Highlighting the presence of these concepts             

allows a more critical understanding of the reasons for the popularity of Sherlock (BBC). Future               

productions of similar genre can also apply these concepts to achieve the same psychological              

effect, generate a wider audience base and hence experience greater success.  

Traditionally, a concept is used to explain an example. However, this paper  aims to do 

the opposite – using the series to explain the concepts instead. The use of a detective genre, such 

as Sherlock (BBC), presents a novel way to explain concepts, such as the Zeigarnik Effect and 

Hermeneutic Code, to the masses.  

 

Chapter 1.8: Limitations 

The analysis of Sherlock (BBC) is only conducted with reference to the abovementioned             

psychological theories. Different methods of analysis may produce similar or contrasting results,            

or analysis of other episodes outside the stated range  may also provide conflicting opinions.  

This paper also does not cover other themes, like friendship or love, both potentially rich areas of                 

research. This paper does not attempt to cover all the significant aspects of the series.                

 



Chapter 2: Literature Review  

Chapter 2.1: Introduction  

This literature review introduces two interlinked concepts that relate to the human psyche             

and the structure of a narrative, and how these two concepts, the Zeigarnik Effect and the                

Hermeneutic Code,  are extensively utilized in Sherlock (BBC).  

 

Chapter 2.2: The Zeigarnik Effect  

The Zeigarnik Effect was first discovered when it was observed that waiters in a cafe               

seemed to remember incomplete tabs more efficiently than those that had been completely paid              

for (Zeigarnik, 1927). In a later experiment, it was noted that people who had interrupted tasks                

or incomplete tasks were able to recall its specific details better (Zeigarnik, 1927). This led to                

Zeigarnik theorising that unfinished tasks or business create a subconscious tension within            

humans, which can cause humans to seek closure to the unfinished task, thus proving thus that                

humans have an innate desire to find closure.  

The Zeigarnik Effect is also used to demonstrate the presence of the Gestalt Principle of               

Closure. The concept of the Principle of Closure suggests that when our mind perceives an               

incomplete image, our brain immediately tries to fill it in for us subconsciously. An example of                

this would be the art form of pointillism, in which a series of dots in different shades allow us to                    

see a complete image when there are only dots on the canvas (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2016).  

In the context of the crime and detective genre, Gestalt psychologist Stephanie Sabar             

(2013) asserts that the examination of individual clues and suspects is insufficient to solve a               

crime. Only when the parts come together in a meaningful way could we then deduce “who done                 

 



it” (Sabar, 2013, p.11), thus showing how the individual clues of a case must be               

comprehensively pieced together before one can fully solve it and derive the final answer. Sabar               

also lists the desire for closure or completion as another Gestalt Quality as theorised by Von                

Ehrenfels (1937). When a need or demand arises, it creates a tense situation that an individual is                 

innately motivated to satisfy or meet. Absence of completion or closure renders the situation              

unfinished, hence continuing the tension within the mind as the satisfaction and need for              

complete closure has yet to be fulfilled (Sabar, 2013).  

The Zeigarnik Effect and Gestalt Psychology help explain the draw of Sherlock (BBC).             

The unsolved crime in each episode creates a gap in the minds of the audience, hence generating                 

the suspense that keeps them glued to the screen as their minds seek closure in attempting to                 

identify the perpetrator and his / her modus operandi. Even if no closure is offered in the same                  

episode (i.e. a cliffhanger), the audience is more likely to tune in to the next episode as the                  

incomplete information provided in the earlier episode continues to intrigue and a resolution             

sought. 

 

Chapter 2.3: The Hermeneutic Code (HER) 

Roland Barthes defines HER as a feature of a narrative whereby enigmas are introduced              

early in the story and solved towards the end (Barthes, 1973), essentially what can be said to be a                   

more detailed explanation of the Freytag’s pyramid of narratology (Freytag, 1900). Barthes            

theorises that the structure of a narrative consists of three layers (Oxford References, 2019): 

1. The enigma – the mystery which keeps the narrative running 

 



2. The delay – different parts of the narrative that hinder the final truth from being revealed.                

Delays may come in the form of “snares” (evasion of truth), “partial answers”,             

“suspended answers”, “jamming” (exhaustion of all available resources), and “snares and           

truth” (statements which could be interpreted in two different ways) 

3. The resolution – closure of the enigma. 

The hermeneutic enigma is the element which creates a narrative. Delays and obstacles             

faced in addressing the enigma keep the story open. The solution to the enigma and the discovery                 

of the final truth mark the closure of the hermeneutic code (Barthes, 1984).  

HER can consistently be observed in Sherlock (BBC) as the series generally follows the              

same story structure: the enigma manifests itself in the form of a crime committed very early in                 

each episode; the delay is likened to the process of Holmes investigating and attempting to solve                

the case; the resolution being the final revelation of the truth, and it is always disclosed in its                  

entirety and in great visual and verbal details. The HER can also be reintroduced multiple times                

in an episode. For example, a mystery character could be revealed to be watching from the                

shadows. However, Holmes may only engage with him at the end. In between that time, more                

information about the character may be revealed or hidden until the final confrontation.  

 

Chapter 2.4: Conclusion 

In conclusion, the Zeigarnik Effect and HER are all present in Sherlock (BBC) and each               

plays a pivotal role in creating the psychological and cognitive appeal of Sherlock (BBC). Hence,               

these are all relevant concepts to analyse the series and to gain insights to its international appeal.  

 



Chapter 3: Methodology 

Screenshots from different episodes as well as their accompanying subtitles (where           

necessary) will be used to identify features of the HER. A comparative method of analysis will                

be conducted by contrasting the different episodes of Sherlock (BBC) and identifying any             

difference or similarity in the HER present in each episode. This will be repeated for all three                 

layers of HER: enigma, delay and resolution.  

A similar method of data collection will also be used to identify key moments in each                

episode where the Zeigarnik effect manifests itself, and then compared them against the other              

episodes to draw conclusions about the nature of the Zeigarnik effect in the series.  

  

  

 



Chapter 4: Discussion and Analysis  

Chapter 4.1: The Hermeneutic Code (HER)  

Chapter 4.1.1: Enigma 

The enigmas present in Sherlock (BBC) may manifest itself in many forms: An unsolved 

or puzzling case; a mysterious person (from whom we derive the term “enigmatic”); a shocking 

scene; or even a secret code that Holmes and his team may have to solve.  

These enigmas tend to be the central motif of the story, where the whole plot is built upon 

and where the unravelling of the mystery revolves around. Other times, multiple enigmas are 

also introduced even when the previous one has yet to be identified. These are normally the 

enigmas which spawn sub-plots.  

 

A Scandal in Belgravia, Season 2, Episode 1, 49:31 

The episode “A Scandal in Belgravia” centres around a woman, Irene Adler, and her              

password-protected mobile phone which contains a series of compromising photographs          

belonging to a member of the royal family. Adler herself is an enigma. She is a character which                  

 



both Holmes and the audience has no complete understanding of; a woman who conceals her               

motives and motivations. The enigmatic Adler spawns the mystery of the locked phone, where              

Holmes must successfully guess its password to access its contents. It can also be argued that due                 

to the amount of effort Holmes puts to unlock the phone, he sees the phone as an enigma in                   

itself.  

 

The Lying Detective, Season 4 Episode 2, 0:06 

In contrast, “The Lying Detective” presents a very different type of enigma. The episode 

opens with a gunshot, and then slowly fades to a regular scene with Watson and his therapist. 

This textbook enigma hooks the audience right from the start not just due to its abruptness, but 

also the lack of detail or explanation that follows the gunshot. A second enigma is introduced 

shortly after: Culverton Smith, an alleged serial killer. Holmes spends the rest of the episode 

trying to prove that he is, in fact, a killer. A third enigma is also weaved into the story: a 

potential third Holmes sibling. However, it appears only as unconfirmed truths from Mycroft, the 

elder Holmes, and nothing more. So, it acts as a red herring to distract, but it is successful as the 

 



introduction of a third Holmes sibling piques the interest of the audience, making them more 

inclined to continue watching in the hopes of learning the truth about the Holmes’ family.  

As a running series with interconnected episodes, Sherlock (BBC) is replete with enigmas 

constantly being introduced and reintroduced throughout the series, either in the midst of another 

greater enigma or immediately after one enigma is arrested. The audience is always kept on their 

toes and thus always engaged, as there is always something new that intrigues. The series is also 

famed for its cliffhangers, which are usually fresh enigmas introduced in the last few minutes of 

an episode, but that will only be addressed in the next episode.  

Ultimately, these enigmas serve the same purpose: to hook and engage the audience 

through their introductions until a mystery is resolved. The audience would then be intrinsically 

motivated to continue watching to find out the truth behind these enigmas and how exactly the 

other  enigmas would play out.  

 

  

 



Chapter 4.1.2: Delay 

Similar to the enigma, the delay in revealing the truth can take many forms, namely 

snares (deliberately evading the truth); equivocations (partial or incomplete answers); and 

jammings (openly acknowledging there is no answer to the problem). Although they manifest 

themselves in different ways as each story develops, they serve a singular purpose: impeding the 

investigation of Holmes and his team.  

The most notable example of this can be seen every time  Holmes is seen carrying out his 

deductions. The camera focuses on whatever Holmes is seeing, and chunks of words and 

numbers float above these areas of focus, likening this to Holmes’  thought process. This is very 

much on display for the  audience to view as well, but it functions as an equivocation. All the 

clues are laid bare in front for all,  but the clues cannot be properly interpreted without the 

intellect of Holmes to translate his thoughts into sentences for the audience to comprehend.  

 

The Lying Detective, Season 4 Episode 2, 13:15 

In a scene in “The Lying Detective”, Holmes finds the weight of a lady’s handbag. He                

concludes it weighs about 1619g, something that the audience can see as well. However, Holmes               

 



does not explain why he tries to find the handbag’s weight or what it implies until later, when he                   

reveals that a handbag should not be that heavy, thereby concluding that the lady is carrying a                 

gun. When put together, it sounds logical and almost simple, yet revelation is heavily reliant on                

piecing together the clues by Holmes before sense can be made of the deductions. When this                

explanation is not provided, the audience is left in the dark, waiting for someone to connect the                 

dots, be it words or numbers that they have seen. Thus, while providing a delay in information,                 

Sherlock (BBC) successfully manages to keep its audience in suspense and thus engaged.  

This can sometimes be combined with a deliberate attempt to evade the truth by Holmes’ 

natural reaction after making deductions. 

 

The Reichenbach Fall, Season 2 Episode 3, 1:1:59 

In “The Reichenbach Fall”, Holmes speaks about Moriarty’s attempts to destroy his            

reputation. “There’s only one thing he needs to do to complete this game and that’s to…” At this                  

point, Holmes stops short, and leaves. The audience knows that Holmes has arrived at a plausible                

conclusion, and that there is only one final thing to be done before the story ends, yet they do not                    

 



know what exactly the “one thing” is, causing them to have to continue watching to finally find                 

out more. This  delaying of the final truth keeps the audience on the edge of their seats.  

 

 

 

  

 



Chapter 4.1.3: Resolution 

By the end of each episode, the final truth would usually be revealed, the enigmas 

arrested and the situation put to rest. However, just as enigmas may manifest themselves in many 

ways, there is no one single “eureka” moment that is present across all the episodes of the series. 

Instead, the revelation of truth varies, depending on the enigma presented.  

The sudden realisation of a murderer or the answer to an all-important question is what 

an audience looks for, and the  series  takes great care in giving the full truth. At the end of each 

case, the  audience gets to see exactly how the enigma has played out, and through one means or 

another, things such as the backstory of a murderer or a villain’s motivation, are  made known to 

the audience. This allows the audience to seek absolute closure from all the information they 

have picked up, deriving pleasure from the clever positioning of  clues.  

 

A Scandal in Belgravia, Season 2 Episode 1, 1:21:51 

The story of “A Scandal in Belgravia”, which revolves around Irene Adler and her              

password-protected phone, sees Holmes’ many attempts to unlock the phone and how he uses              

Adler’s love for him to his advantage by guessing the 4-digit pin. Before this, Holmes explains                

 



he knew Adler was smitten by him after he had simply checked her pulse and noticed her pupils                  

dilate. This final revelation of the password, coupled with Holmes’ deductive reasoning,            

provides a well-explained and detailed arrest of the enigma of Adler’s locked phone.  

 

The Reichenbach Fall, Season 2, Episode 3, 1:10:44 

In “The Reichenbach Fall”, Holmes goes into battle against James Moriarty, literally the             

man who orchestrated everything that had played out in all preceding episodes of Sherlock              

(BBC), making him the ultimate enigma of a villain. While Moriarty is, indeed, the main villain,                

the episode also centres around a computer code in Moriarty’s possession, one that could open               

any door in the world at the click of a button. How it works is entirely unexplained till the end of                     

the episode, thus keeping the audience engaged as they wait to learn the truth about this magic                 

code. 

At the final confrontation, Moriarty explains that Holmes is the only person who has ever               

matched him for his intelligence, which is why he is so obsessed with Holmes, allowing the                

audience to understand the rivalry yet deeply established relationship between the two geniuses.             

It is also revealed that the magic computer code, which people had fought and killed over, never                 

 



existed. It was merely made up by Moriarty. This resolution effectively addresses the case of the                

code as the enigma. Moriarty shoots himself to force Holmes to commit suicide, bringing an end                

to the tyranny of the series’  greatest enigma.  

The resolution serves as a form of closure for the audience. This could be in the form of                  

tension, which had subconsciously arisen in the audience due to the befuddling nature of the               

episode, or upon finally witnessing the arrest of the enigmas and mysteries posed from the start                

of the episode. Humans find pleasure in closure. Hence, wrapping up loose ends and concluding               

the story is necessary for the audience.  

Thus, in conclusion, HER can be seen to be consistently applied throughout the different 

episodes that make up Sherlock (BBC). Though they may manifest themselves differently, they 

all serve the same purpose: the enigma, to capture the attention of the audience and  acts as the 

central motif of the story; the delay, to prolong the final revelation of the truth to increase 

anticipation for the big reveal; and the resolution, to arrest the enigma and bring about a sense of 

closure.   

 



Chapter 4.2: The Zeigarnik Effect  

The Zeigarnik effect refers to the need to find closure. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, even in the context of Sherlock (BBC), closure can come in many forms. As such, the 

Zeigarnik effect is closely related to HER. When an enigma is introduced into a story, it raises 

many questions that need to be answered, hence, eliciting the audience’s need for closure of the 

enigma, which manifests as the resolution in the HER. However, the Zeigarnik effect can also 

take place in sub-plots or even in little bits of dialogue between characters.  

Sherlock (BBC) utilises the Zeigarnik effect to keep the audience engaged with the show 

while the enigma is being addressed. The audience is consistently rewarded for paying attention 

to each  episode. An incident might occur which creates gaps in information in the audience, but 

which is then later filled  in with explanations or smaller revelations. When closure is finally 

achieved, the audience experiences pleasure, either in the form of relief or in a way that makes 

the audience wonder, “Why didn’t I think of that?”  

The most common place in which the Zeigarnik effect manifests itself is in Holmes’ 

deductions. Holmes often uses the information he has obtained immediately in a conversation, 

leaving both the other party and the audience alike wondering how he arrives at the conclusions.  

  

 

 



 

Sherlock Holmes, “The Lying Detective”, Season 4 Episode 2, 12:50 

“Of course you don’t own a car. You don’t need one, do you? Living in isolation...Cost cutting is 
clearly a priority for you, look at the size of your kitchen, teeny-tiny. Must be a bit annoying 

when you’re such a keen cook...Presumably, you downsized when your left your job. And maybe 
when you ended your relationship. There wasn’t anything physical going on, was there? Quite 

some time, in fact.” 
In the above scene, Holmes makes multiple deductions about the woman’s life- where             

she lives, her love life and even her own hobbies, all from a single piece of paper given to him.                    

To the audience, this makes absolutely no sense whatsoever. Even as some may start to scramble                

to connect the dots, subconsciously the audience needs to know what Holmes knows in order to                

understand how Holmes arrives at his deductions. Holmes jumps from an observation to a              

conclusion in a matter of seconds, both puzzling the audience and creating a gap in the                

information pertaining to the thought process of his deductions; something which the audience             

needs to know in order to fully understand. Thus, the audience has to watch, with full attention,                 

through the remainder of the episode, in the hopes that Holmes may soon explain the logic                

behind his deductions and how everything then comes full circle. Holmes later shows how he               

 



had arrived at so many conclusions to the other characters, allowing the audience as well to                

complete the missing gaps of information. 

 

 

A Scandal in Belgravia, Season 2 Episode 1, 15:37 

“A Scandal in Belgravia” is a perfect example of how the Zeigarnik effect spawns              

subplots and how it helps captivate the audience all the same. This episode sees Holmes               

attempting to solve another case unrelated to the main plot of the story. A hiker was seemingly                 

killed in seconds and his killer and the murder weapon had vanished. When asked about his                

thoughts on the case, Holmes replies with “transparent”, implying that much like his brother              

Mycroft, he was literally able to see through and solve the case the moment he had seen it. This                   

implication alerts the audience that Holmes had already solved the crime, yet Holmes offers no               

further elaboration on said case, except to suggest that the answer was staring them in the face                 

the whole time– something which the audience, can see as well. This thus becomes something of                

 



interest to the audience, and hence something which they wish to find closure in finding out the                 

cause of death. The audience then has to continue watching attentively the rest of the episode in                 

order to finally understand how things came to be.  

 

His Last Vow, Season 3 Episode 3, 35:34 

In “His Last Vow”, a shocking turn of events leads to Holmes being shot by Mary,                

Watson’s wife. As Holmes struggles to use his intellect to save himself from imminent death, the                

audience also watches in anticipation for what is to come. For those who truly live in the moment                  

of the series, they seek anxiously to know the outcome of Holmes’ injuries, whether he lives or                 

dies. For other viewers who may think Holmes is fated to survive as the main character, the big                  

question in their minds would be the “how”– how Holmes takes control of a seemingly               

uncontrollable situation to optimise his chances of survival. The subsequent minutes become a             

tense film sequence showing Holmes fighting for his life, satisfying both types of viewers, until               

the end whenHolmes finally pulls through. There is closure in the ways he deals with the bullet                 

 



and its other consequences, and for viewers, a sense of relief and joy upon seeing Holmes alive                 

to fight another day.  

 

The Reichenbach Fall, Season 2 Episode 3, 1:27:04 

One of the series’ most renowned cliffhangers is the final scene from “The Reichenbach              

Fall”. After Holmes’ apparent suicide, Watson says his last words over his tombstone as the               

camera pans away to show Holmes hiding behind a tree the whole time, very much alive, before                 

cutting to the credits. A textbook example of a cliffhanger, the sudden revelation that Holmes is                

still alive grabbing the attention of audience the moment they see him. However, just like other                

key similar moments in the series, no further explanation is given as to how or why Holmes had                  

faked his own death. In fact, the entire series literally ends the moment the audience registers that                 

the famous detective is still alive. As the answer to the biggest question of the show, the                 

 



audience now feels the need to know the details of Holmes’ death. Unfortunately for them, that                

would have to wait till the next season airs.  

The series intentionally leaves the audience on such a major cliffhanger, in the hopes that 

their need to know the true turn of events, the need to seek closure, would be strong enough to                   

sustain their  interest through the months and years before the next season airs.  

Unlike HER, cliffhangers such as these are not central to the story. As their name implies,                

they are most commonly seen at the end of the show, in order to create a gap of missing                   

information for the audience to intrigue them with either “what happens next?” or “how did it                

happen?”, so e as to keep their interest sustained while waiting for the truth to finally be                 

revealed. In some ways, this is similar to the enigmas of the HER, in that the final truth is                   

revealed to the audience, yet the full details of how the truth comes about are intentionally                

undisclosed to the audience, in order to ensure there is always something new the audience feels                

they need to learn and so looks forward to the next episode.  

 



In conclusion, the Zeigarnik effect manifests itself throughout different episodes in           

Sherlock largely through three main ways: firstly, HER, where the enigma leaves the audience              

wondering how exactly an incident has occurred, or how the incident would be solved,              

throughout the entirety of the episode. In between, however, smaller moments such as subplots              

are also written to generate suspense separate to that of the main plot, re-engaging the audience                

with a new problem that must be addressed, keeping them constantly captivated, even when the               

main storyline is not moving forward. Besides that, Holmes’ deductions also create the Zeigarnik              

effect, especially when Holmes’ reactions and conclusions are stated plainly to the audience, but              

with little to no explanation on how he had arrived at such resolutions, leaving the audience                

waiting till later in the show when Holmes always, eventually, reveals what was going through               

his head.  

 

Chapter 5: Conclusion 

The discussions in Chapter 4 show that Roland Barthes’ Hermeneutic Code (1973) and             

the Zeigarnik Effect co-exist and are consistently present in all episodes of Sherlock (BBC).  

Addressing the first research question, the three layers of HER: the enigma, the delay and               

the resolution, are constant throughout each episode. We could also see their repeated             

applications in some of the episodes. True to its nature as theorised by Barthes, the enigma is                 

always introduced early in the plot sequence. Manifesting itself in specific characters or key              

items, the enigma then anchors the entire narrative. Once introduced, the audience is deprived of               

the full truth behind the enigma. This is achieved through delays, which take the forms of sub                 

plots being introduced and/or Holmes’ interactions with various characters (who sometimes are            

 



the enigma). The delays repeat themselves till near the end of the episode, where the resolution is                 

provided. The real truth of the enigmas are then revealed in great detail, allowing the audience to                 

obtain closure. 

With regards to the next research question, the plot of Sherlock (BBC) heavily utilises              

the Zeigarnik Effect to keep viewers entertained and constantly engaged. It intertwines with HER              

constantly, creating a persistent yearning for closure, thereby sustaining the interest of the             

audience. The enigma creates a big question which lacks details and information, therefore             

creating the Zeigarnik Effect. As a result, viewers are compelled to look for closure in the form                 

of details of the truth. The sub-plots introduced create even more gaps of information, thus               

sustaining the Zeigarnik Effect. Multiple applications of the Zeigarnik Effect hook the audience             

by subconsciously arousing their interests. Holmes’ deductions, which are usually shown in great             

detail, also serve to provide viewers with a sense of resolution. The trail of clues and tiny                 

moments of closure eventually culminate in the final, biggest revelation in each episode,             

allowing for the arrest of the enigma.  

This paper utilizes Sherlock (BBC) as a means to explain the otherwise abstract concepts              

like HER and the Zeigarnik Effect. Linkages are established between moments in the story and               

the various layers of HER. In addition, instances where the Zeigarnik Effect can be observed are                

singled out. Such an approach provides the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the               

series by looking beyond what one views on their screen. Instead, one sees the purpose served by                 

the scenes themselves.  

On a structural level, this paper also illustrates how one could use a seemingly complex               

psychological theory and specific narrative elements to create a captivating and suspenseful            

 



series, ensuring consistent viewer engagement and sustaining the interest from the audience.            

HER serves as a blueprint to structure a captivating and riveting story. The Zeigarnik Effect               

ensures that the audience, through their innate desires to find closure, are kept in suspense.  

This paper’s findings are in line with its thesis statement. The success of Sherlock (BBC)               

in captivating and entertaining international audiences rests on the effective repeated applications            

of the HER-Zeigarnik Effect combination.  
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